Are the information security risks known in your company?
Your enterprise architecture and IT landscape are constantly changing due to new requirements. With digitization, business-critical elements are becoming increasingly dependent on IT processes and infrastructure. Are your information security-relevant systems and processes still adequately secure? Where are the dangers lurking? Only if you correctly assess the risks, can you protect yourself properly.

We take a close look at your business-critical processes
To arm yourself against cyber-attacks, an analysis of the current situation and the appropriate measures must be done. We identify the biggest risks and review your existing security arrangements. We identify risks that you would like to cover with insurance and show you where you can become active yourself. Our Cyber Security Assessment consists of three main activities: identifying risks, assessing risks and managing risks.

Are you lulled into a false sense of security?
A Cyber Security Assessment answers this question and raises the risk awareness. Now it is possible to evaluate targeted countermeasures. If cyber security insurance is required, an in-depth situation analysis and certain adjustments to the IT environment are essential. Only those who are up to date can conclude a cost-effective insurance with the highest possible benefit. This will protect you against cyber-attacks and put you on the safe side in the event of an incident.

Trust our experience
Our Cyber Security Assessment is based on many years of project experience in the area of IT and information security for companies and public authorities. After the assessment, we are happy to assist you: be it in the choice of concrete measures; in the planning; or in the technical and organizational implementation. Overall, you can achieve all-round protection that is precisely tailored to your needs.

Contact our experts for a Cyber Security Assessment for your organization.
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